Bee Bot
Apple
Ten Frames
Make your own bee bot mat

Bee bot is an unlimited resource you can use in your classroom daily. It is easy to create your own mats at home!! Each square is 15cm x 15cm. Therefore, you can decide how big or small you want your mat to be. First you need a clear shower curtain. If you already own a bee bot mat just lay the shower curtain on top and trace it with permanent marker. If you don’t already own a mat, decide how many squares you want your mat and create your own with 15cm x 15cm mat. After you have printed and laminated the cards you can tape the numbers on the back of the shower curtain so when you turn it over you can see the numbers. Students will play the game by pulling the apple ten frames cards then code to the number it matches. Then they will pass it along to the next student. This is a great way to incorporate coding into your math curriculum during centers, whole group, or small group instruction.
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